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1. Introduction
Let G be a compact Lie group and M a differentiable manifold. Let /:
M be a differentiable action and F the set of all stationary points of
/. Then we shall say that / is semi-free if the following condition holds: if
f(gy χ)=χ for some x^M—F, thtng=e the identity element of G.
Now let G be a compact connected Lie group. We shall consider all
semi-free G-actions (Mn, f) on closed oriented differentiable ^-manifolds. Such
a semi-free G-action (M*,/) is cobordant to zero if and only if there is a semi-
free G-action (Wn+1, g) on a compact oriented differentiable (w+ l)-manifold Wn+ι
for which (8Wy g\dW) is equivariantly orientation preserving diffeomorphic to
(M", /) . From two semi-free G-actions (Λfϊ, f
λ
) and (M£, f2) a disjoint union
(Mΐ U Mζ, f) can be formed as usual. We say that (Mΐ, f
λ
) is cobordant to
(MΊ,f2) if and only if the disjoint union of(M'ΐif1) and (—M£, f2) is cobordant
to zero in the above sense. By making use of the existence of an equivariant
collared neighborhood, it is shown that corbodism is an equivalence relation, the
cobordism class to which (Mnyf) belongs is denoted by [Mn,f]. The collection
of such cobordism classes is denoted by SF
n
(G). An abelian group structure is
imposed on SF
n
(G) by disjoint union. We shall call this group SF
n
(G) the
cobordism group of semi-free G-actions of dimension n.
Let S1 and S3 be the unit spheres in the field of complex numbers C and of
quaternions H respectively. In this paper we shall consider SF
n
(Sι) and SF
n
(S3). We shall recall some well known results on semi-free actions in section
2. And in section 3 we shall prove the following result.
Theorem 3,2. There are split exact sequences:
0 - SF^S1) - Σ O.-* (BU(k)) - Ω
n
_2(CP~) - 0,
0 -> SF
n
(S3) -> Σ n
n
.4k (BSp{k)) -> ίln_lHP-) -> 0.
Next we shall show that another splitting homomorphism of Σ ^n
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(k)) onto SF^S1) is obtained by making use of associated projective bundles in
section 4. And we have an isomorphism CP* : Σ Cί
n
_2k{BU{k)) -> SFJ^S1).
The author wishes to thank referee for his kind advice.
2. Semi-free actions
In this section, we recall some well known results.
Let G be a compact Lie group and M a compact differentiable manifold.
Let /: G X M^M be a semi-free differentiable action. By the usual averaging
process, there is a Riemannian metric on M with respect to which G is a group
of isometries of M.
If x^M is a stationary point of/, then we have an induced orthogonal
representation of G on M
x
, the tangent space ofilί
Lemma 2.1. Lei #EΞM δ# a stationary point of a semi-free differentiable
action f: GxM-^M. Let p
x
: G->GL(MX) be an induced orthogonal repre-
sentation and
V = {v^.M
x
I p
x
(g)v = v for any g^ G} .
Then the restriction on V of an exponential mapping exp: MX->M is a local
diffeomorphίsm of V into F, the set of all stationary points of'/, and the orthogonal
complement V± of V in M
x
 is a G-invarίant subspace on which G acts freely except
for the zero vector.
From this lemma we have a well known result that each connected com-
ponent of F is a differentiable submanifold of M.
In particular, if we consider semi-free SΛ-actions (α=l , 3), we obtain the
following result (cf. [2], §38).
Lemma 2.2. Letf:Sa X M-+M (a=l,3)be a semi-free differentiable action.
Let Fk denote the union of the k-dimensίonal components of the set of all stationary
points of f. Then the normal bundle vk of an embedding FkcM has naturally a
complex structure for a=l and a quaternionic structure for a=3, such that the induced
Sa-actίon on vk is a scalar multiplication.
Proof. This follows from the fact that the real vector space C1 (resp. JET1)
is the only one irreducible real representation on which S1 (resp. S3) acts freely
except for the zero vector, q.e.d.
REMARK. From this lemma, a codimension of each component of F in M
is even for a— 1 and divisible by 4 for a=3.
3. Cobordism of semi-free G-actions
Let G be a compact connected Lie group. We consider all semi-free
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differentiable G-actions (Mny /) on closed oriented differentiable n-manifolds,
where/: GxMn-*Mn is a semi-free G-action.
Such a semi-free G-action (Mn, f) is cobordant to zero if and only if there is
a semi-free G-action (Wn+1, F) on a compact oriented differentiable (n-\-Y)-
manifold Wn+1 for which (dW, F\dW) is equivariantly orientation preserving
differomorphic to (Mn,f). From two semi-free G-actions (M?,/
x
) and (M£,/2)
a disjoint union (Mι{jM%y f) can be formed as usual. We say that (M?,/)
is cobordant to (M£, /2) if and only if the disjoint union of (Mi,/) and (—M£,
/>) is cobordant to zero in the above sense, where — M\ is the negatively oriented
manifold of Ml. By making use of the existence of an equivariant collared
neighborhood (cf. [2], Th. 21.2), it is shown that cobordism is an equivalence
relation, the cobordism class to which (Mn, /) belongs is denoted by [Mn, / ] .
The collection of such cobordism classes is denoted by SF
n
(G). An abelian
group structure is imposed on SF
n
(G) by disjoint union. We call this group SF
n
(G) the cobordism group of semi-free G-actions of dimension n.
Let/: GxM^M be a semi-free G-action and N a closed manifold. Then
fN: GxMxN-^MxN defined by fN(g, m, n)=(f(g, m), n) is also a semi-free
G-action. This defines a right Ω*-module structure on SFJG)=^SF
n
(G).
In the above definition, if the term "semi-free" is replaced by "free", one
may define a cobordism group F
n
(G) of fixed point free G-actions of dimension
n and a right Ω*-module structure on F*(G)= Σ F
n
(G).
Let B(G) be a classifying space of G and k the dimension of G as a manifold,
let (MM,/) be a free G-action. Then π: Mn-^MnjG is a principal G-bundle by
the differentiable slice theorem (cf. [1], ch. 8), and there exists a homotopy class
of a classifying map / : MnIG->B(G). The correspondence [MΛ, f]^[Mn/Gj]
is well-defined homomorphism of F
n
(G) into Ω
n
_k(B(G)) and we have the
following known result (cf. [2], 19.1, [7], 19.6).
Lemma 3.1. The above defined homomorphίsm p* : F
n
{G)^Cί
n
_k{B{G))
is an isomorphism and p* : F*(G)^Ω*(B(G)) is an isomorphism of degree —k
as a Vt^-module homomorphism.
Here we consider the cobordism groups SF
n
(βλ) and SF
n
(S3). Let 3JZM(C/)
Cn/2) CH/4)
= Σ n
n
_2k(BU(k)) and Tln(Sp) = Σ ClH_ik(BSp(k)), where Ωn(BU(0)) = ΩB =
Ω
n
(BSp(0)). In the following we consider the cobordism group SF
n
(S1)y
since the cobordism group SF
n
(S3) can be considered similarly.
We define /3^:5FM(5'1)->3Jin(C/) as follows. For each semi-free ^-action
(MM, /), let Fn~2k denote the union of the (n—2&)-dimensional components of the
fixed point set and let vk denote the normal bundle to Fn~2k with natural complex
vector bundle structure. Then vk is canonically oriented and let Fn~2k be so
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oriented that the bundle map τF @ vk->τ M is orientation preserving. Define
/3*([ΛΓ\ /]) = Σ MeSW^CT). Then /3* is a well-defined homomorphism.
We also consider the homomorphism 9*: 9JiM([/)-»nw_2(CP°°), the sum of
the homomorphisms 9*: Ω
n
_2k(BU(k))^>Ωn_2(CP°°) as follows. For each com-
plex vector bundle f *, let S(ξk) and CP(ξk) denote the associated sphere bundle
and projective bundle respectively and let π: S(ξk)^CP(ξk) be a projection.
Define 9 *([£*])=[#], the class of principal ^-bundle π. By definition d*(Ω
n
)=0.
Theorem 3.2. The sequences
0 - SF
n
 (S1) -Qϋ+mH(U)-^ ΩB_2(CP~) - 0
and
0 - SF
n
(S>) Ά m
n
 (Sp) ^ U Ω
n
_4(HP~) -> 0
are split exact.
Proof. Let a*\ FJ^S^-^SFJ^S1) be a canonical forgetting homomorphism
and S*: Sul
rt (U)^Fn_1(S1) a homomorphism as follows. For each complex
vector bundle ξk, let φ: ^XiS^*)-*^!?*) be the scalar multiplication.
Define S*([ξk])=[S(ξk), φ]. Then we have the following sequence:
- - F
n
(S>) Ά> SF
n
(S>) ^ ί > VΛ
Λ
(U) -^ F^S1) Ά SF^ (51) - ...
which is exact by a standard argument (cf. [9], Th. A). Moreover the following
diagram is commutative:
9* \ / P*
ΩK_2(CP~)
where p* is the isomorphism in Lemma 3.1.
Next we define D*: Ω
rt_2(CPoo)->5DίlM([/) and show 9* D*=identity. For each
principal ^-bundle ξy let £>*([£]) be the class of the associated complex line
bundle. Clearly D* is well-defined and 9* D*=ίd. These complete the proof.
Corollary 3.3. Each fixed point free differentiable Sa-action on an oriented
closed differ entiable n-manifold is cobordant to zero in SF
n
(Sa),for a=l and a=3.
4. Examples of semi-free S'-actions
Let ξ be a complex Λ-plane bundle over an oriented closed differentiable
manifold Vn and θ1 a trivial complex line bundle over V". Let CP
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be a total space of complex projective bundle over Vn associated with the Whitney
sum ξ©01. Then CP (ξ) and CP(ξφθ1) have canonical orientations defined
by the complex structure of ξ. Moreover the normal bundle v of the embedding
CP{ξ)dCP(ξ®θ1) has a complex structure conjugate equivalent to the complex
line bundle ξ associated with the principal ^-bundle π: S(ξ)-*CP(ξ).
Define
μ: S1xCP(ξθθ1)-*CP(ξ®θ1)
by μ(\, ζu, vy) = <Xu, vy where λ G S 1 , u and v are vectors of ξ and θ1 respec-
tively. Then μ is a semi-free differentiable ^-action with the fixed point
set Vn U CP(ξ). And ξ becomes the normal bundle of the embedding Vn c
CP (ξξ&θ1) with canonical complex structure induced from the action μ. On
the other hand, ^-action on the normal bundle v of the embedding CP(ξ) C CP
(ξζBΘ1) is the conjugate scalar multiplication by definition of the action μ.
Therefore we have
(4.1) β
n
[CP(ξ®n μ] = [f] - [f] in 9JWC/).
Theorem 4.2. Let (AT, /) be a semi-free S'-action, Fn~2k a (n—2k)-di-
mensional components of the fixed point set and vk a complex normal bundle of the
embedding Fn~2k(zMn. Then we have
[M"J] = Σ [CP(vk@n μ] in SF
n
(Sι).
Proof. By (4.1) and the definition of /?*,
where vH is a complex line bundle associated with the principal S'-bundle
π: S{vk)->CP{vk). Then [?*]=D ! |S9* [j;*] by definition. Therefore
= 0
since 9*^^=0. Since β* is injective, this implies [M",f]= Σ [CP{vk®θ\ μ]
in SF^S1). q.e.d.
Let CP* assign to [ξ] the cobordism class [CPiξφθ1), μ] in SF
Then we have well-defined homomorphisms
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and
CP*:W
Λ
(U)-+SFH(S1).
Corollary 4.3. Thehomomorphism CP*: SUl
n
(U)->SFH(S1) is a left inverse
of /?*, i.e. CP*β* = identity.
Corollary 4.4. The homomorphism
*: Σ Ω
n
_2k(BU(k)) -> SF^S1)
kdpl
is an isomorphism.
Theorem 4.5. Let (Mn, f) be a semi-free Sa-action with the fixed point set
Fn~a~\ where a=\ or α = 3 . Then
[M»J] = 0inSF
n
(Sa).
Proof. Let i bea normal complex (for a = \ and quaternionic for a =3)
line bundle of the embedding FdMn. Let v be a principal 5Λ-bundle associated
Λvith v. Then [>]=Z)*[D] and
[2] = d*D*[ϊ} = 3*M = d*β*[M",f] = 0.
Thus
Therefore [M w ,/]=0, since /3^ is injective. q.e.d.
Corollary 4.6. Let Mn be an oriented closed manifold. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
( i) [M"] = 0«Ω,,
(ii) there exists a semi-free S1-action (Vn+2y f) with the fixed point set Mn,
(iii) there exists a semi-free Sz-action (Wn+\ g) with the fixed point set Mn.
Proof. Under the condition (ii), [Vn+\ / ] = 0 in SF
Λ+2(S1) from the above
theorem. Then β*[Vn+\ / ] = 0 and in particular [ikP]=0. Similarly (iii)
implies (i). We shall show (i) implies (ii) and (iii).
Let Sa and Da+1 be the unit sphere and the unit disk in the field of complex
numbers for a= 1 and of quaternions for α = 3 . There exists an oriented compact
differentiable manifold Wn+1 for which Mn=dW since [Mn]=0 in ΩM. Then
d (WxSa) = MnxSa - 9 (MnxDa+1).
Therefore we obtain an oriented closed differentiable manifold
Da+\
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Let/: SaX Vn+a+λ-+ Vn+a+1 be a map defined by/(λ, (x, *)) = (*, λ z) for (*, z)
e Wn+1xSaor (x,
Then / is a semi-free S^-action with the fixed point set Mn. q.e.d.
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